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Abstract: Climate change issues have attracted much attention in recent years. To date, the related
research has focused mostly on the national and regional impacts of climate change. Taiwan, an island
state, has relatively high vulnerability to the consequences of climate change, and its western coastal
areas are particularly vulnerable. Yunlin County, with 13 townships that are all prone to flooding, will
be highly affected by climate change. In this study, the 13 townships are grouped into four categories
of synthesized vulnerability and ecological footprint (EF): “low synthesized vulnerability/low EF”
(Linnei), “high synthesized vulnerability/low EF” (Sihu), “low synthesized vulnerability/high
EF” (Mailiao), and “high synthesized vulnerability/high EF” (Huwei). Ecological footprint was
used to measure the human demand for resources and ecological services, as well as a way to
understand the relationships among human living habits, consumption patterns, and natural capital
consumption. Then, the relationships among attitudes to climate change, risk perceptions, and coping
behavioral intentions in these four categories were examined using structural equation models (SEM).
A stratified random sampling method was used to collect 582 valid questionnaires. In addition to
descriptive statistical analyses, the results of the SEMs for the four sensitivity categories indicate
that different townships exhibit different causal relationships among attitudes to climate change,
risk perceptions, and behavioral intentions. These findings can support appropriate strategies for
governments, communities, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) for ensuring that areas of
various sensitivities can cope. However, more vulnerable townships exhibit no significant positive
relationship between attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, place attachment, and their
adaptation behavioral intentions in the face of disaster risk perceptions. Therefore, in areas with
high vulnerability, special attention should be paid to making the residents improve their adaptive
behavioral intentions in the face of disaster risk perceptions.
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1. Introduction

The environmental changes that arise from climate change have become a major issue
globally [1–6]. The main effects are a large increase in the incidence of extreme weather events,
changes in the global hydrological cycle, accelerated water vapor evaporation, increased intensity of
precipitation, and increased frequency of heat waves [7]. According to the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) report, in the face of extreme weather, Asian countries may face flooding,
high temperatures, and drought. However, countries can substantially reduce the damage caused by
climate change by efficiently using land, improving early warnings of disasters, updating infrastructure,
and reducing vulnerability [1].
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In the last 20 years, population growth and economic development have had significant effects on
climate change. Between 1997–2016, more than 524,000 people died as a result of over 11,000 extreme
weather events, and total losses of approximately US$3.16 trillion (at purchasing power parity) were
incurred. In 2016, Haiti, Zimbabwe, and Fiji were the countries most affected directly by extreme
weather events; Taiwan ranked seventh (from 51st in 2015). The number of deaths as a result of
climate change in Taiwan in 2016 was 103, ranking 13th in the world; property losses of approximately
US$1.978 billion placed Taiwan 10th globally [8].

Various places and communities have been confronted with different issues related to climate
change [7]. The international disaster risk-reduction community has long argued that reducing social
vulnerability to hazards is a key element of sustainable development [9]. As climate change increases
the probability of extreme weather events, from a socio-psychosocial perspective, processes that
increase or mitigate preventive behavior in response to increased environmental risk must be
understood. Recent studies have found that particular socio-psychological variables may influence
individual perceptions of environmental risk, which may improve or impede the willingness of
individuals to cope with impending environmental risks [10,11]. In fact, risk perception is one of the
basic variables that predict preventive and coping behavior [10,12,13]

Taiwan, as an island state, faces frequent threats of extreme weather events. During the rainy
season, typhoons and rainstorms cause flooding and geological disasters, which frequently result in
severe soil and rock caving in hillside areas and debris flows in mountainous areas. The rising
sea level causes flooding in coastal areas, where the intrusion of seawater and the difficulty of
rainwater venting co-exist, resulting in severe agricultural and economic losses in central and
southern regions, especially Yunlin County. Yunlin County is the main agricultural county in Taiwan.
Long-term labor outmigration in the global economic development has made Yunlin County an aged
society. Furthermore, in recent years, Yunlin County has been affected by climate change and the
artificial overexploitation of groundwater, making the coastal townships prone to flooding and serious
subsidence. In the face of “double exposure” [14–18], climate change mitigation and adaptation have
become particularly important to the government.

The climate change issue has attracted much attention in recent years. Most of the research
has focused on the impact of climate change from national and regional perspectives. Yunlin is a
county in the western coast of Taiwan, which is an island state that will be strongly affected by climate
change. Most of Yunlin County is a plain terrain, with the topography slowly increasing from west
to east. The long-term use of groundwater (due to unstable surface water source) has caused serious
subsidence in Yunlin. Moreover, the population of Yunlin County has shown negative growth for over
10 years, making it an aged society. These indicate that Yunlin County needs to review its social and
welfare issues (such as aged population and the medical and elderly care derived from an aged society).
Furthermore, the issue of labor force should not be neglected in relation to industrial development.
Regarding the synthesized vulnerability, the biophysical vulnerability of land subsidence, drainage,
and flood prevention in coastal areas should be examined. Social vulnerability, such as whether an
area is an aged society and/or has a labor shortage, should be analyzed as well.

In view of Yunlin County’s natural environment, the townships in Yunlin County can be
classified into different categories of synthesized vulnerability based on their biophysical and social
vulnerabilities. The most vulnerable townships are Kouhu, Sihu, and Yuanchang; the least vulnerable
are Mailiao, Dounan, Shuilin, and Linnei (Figure 1). The ecological footprint can be used to measure
human demand for resources and ecological services, as well as understand the relationship among
human living habits, consumption patterns, and natural capital consumption [19]. The size of the EF
is proportional to the impact on the environment; the larger the footprint, the greater the impact on
the environment. Moreover, the size of the footprint is inversely proportional to the product of the
biomass that can be used per person, and the larger the footprint, the smaller the area of the biomass
that each person can use. Therefore, EF can be regarded as an indicator of people’s consumption of the
land’s resources. A larger EF indicates a bigger consumption of the residents, and further induces a
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bigger impact on the environment. If individual EF is considered, the townships in Yunlin County
can be grouped by sensitivity to environmental change (high synthesized vulnerability/high EF, low
synthesized vulnerability/low EF). From the perspective of urban–rural resilience, if Yunlin County is
to become climate-resilient, then whether climate change mitigation and adaptation can effectively
reduce the impact of local climate change must be examined. Effectively reducing vulnerability to
increase resilience depends on people’s attitudes to climate change, risk perceptions, and coping
behavior. Therefore, this study investigates the causal relationships among attitudes to climate change,
risk perceptions, and coping behavior for townships in differently sensitive areas (regarding their
synthesized vulnerability and ecological footprint) of Yunlin County.
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2. Literature Review

2.1. Risk Perception

Risk incorporates the severity of adverse effects and the likelihood of their occurrence [20].
An increasing number of empirical studies of disasters and hazards reveal that risks are not equally
distributed or shared among all groups [21–23]. Risk perception refers to the identification of risks
and the ability of individuals to identify them, and is an important predictive variable of coping
behavior [12]. Risk perception is a cognitive and emotional response to situations or events that threaten
their value. Cognitive response is an individual’s knowledge of risks, whereas emotional response is
emotional fluctuations, such as anxiety and worry [24]. Therefore, risk perception incorporates “risk
knowledge” and “risk anxiety” concepts.

Risk is a subjective concept, and it is usually affected by personal background, culture,
socio-economic status, and other factors. Therefore, an objective concept of risk is difficult to establish.
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The risks that are associated with natural disasters are commonly judged by their rate of occurrence.
Since natural disasters typically occur at very low frequencies, people tend not to treat them as high-risk
events; thus, their associated risks are frequently underestimated [25].

In the face of increasingly frequent disasters, the planning and implementation of disaster
reduction actions have become indispensable. Raaijmakers et al. (2008) defined risk perceptions
in terms of relationships among situational risk characteristics (awareness, anxiety, and preparedness).
When a person has added an attribute of situational risk, his or her overall risk perception and
resilience may increase. Accordingly, environmental risks can be defined separately or in relation
to various contexts. In fact, many factors affect risk perceptions, including the frequency, severity,
and direct/indirect experience of risk events [10].

Zhou and Shih (2000) found a strong positive correlation between risk perceptions and disaster
reduction behavior [26]. Liao (2009) further suggested that since people have different risk perceptions
with respect to both disaster prevention and risk reduction measures, policymakers must be aware of
their population’s perceptions of risk events and possible responses to risk events to provide effective
risk management [27].

Risk perceptions are basic variables that predict preventive and coping behavior [12],
particularly in relation to flooding [10,13], but they can be affected by place-specific biases (such
as an optimistic bias with respect to environmental risk) [28–31]. Relevant studies have noted that
place attachment may negatively mediate positive relationships, and this impeding effect is greater in
areas with higher subjective risk [10].

2.2. Place Attachment

Place attachment is one of the most important socio-psychological aspects of interactions
between humans and their environment [10,11,32–34]. “Place” is an important concept in human
geography and related sciences such as environmental psychology and sociology, land-use planning,
and architecture [34,35]. Its theories and empirical conceptualization arise from studies of the forcible
evacuation of people from their places of residence [36]. Moreover, the concept of place attachment
arises from the “attachment theory” of Bowlby (1988), who discussed the affect and emotion that bind
people to places [37].

Place attachment (which is the emotional factor of an individual’s place-specific local
identity), based on “place-specific biases” [11,29,31,38,39], supports or impedes some place-related
behavior [10,28]. Consequently, when people have emotional bonds with a place, they tend to overlook
events in that place with low probabilities, even though they may have severe potential impacts [40–42].
Unfortunately, environmental risks (especially floods) are of this type [10].

Place attachment influences many environmental psychological processes that constitute the
interaction between humans and the environment. However, no consensus exists regarding the
role of place attachment in the relationship between environmental risk perceptions and coping
behavior [10,11]. Owing to the obvious relationships between place attachment and individual
place-specific identity, place attachment is assumed to have a negative moderating relationship
between environmental risk perceptions and coping behavior [10,43,44]. Research suggests that
greater perceived risk is associated with the greater willingness of people to cope with environmental
risks, but the effect is weaker if place attachment is stronger. The development of an affect-based clue
(such as place attachment) reduces environmental risk coping intentions and actions [45], if it is linked
to high-risk perceptions [10].

2.3. Climate Change Attitudes, Risk Perceptions, and Coping Behavior

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, The eighteenth session of the
Conference of the Parties (UNFCCC COP18) held in Qatar in 2012, announced the establishment of
the “Doha Work Programme” to promote efficient international cooperation over climate change and
better education about climate change by United Nations members. The Doha resolution refers to a
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goal of “education, training, and public awareness”, the achievement of which is facilitated by the
educational behavior of state-driven actions. The aforementioned UN convention and plan include
advocacy for climate change education to affect people’s attitudes and perceptions of climate change.
However, people’s responses to, and judgment of, climate change risks are affected by culture, social
activities, and life experience. For example, Khima et al. (2012) found that Cambodian farmers lacked
understanding of the impact of climate change on livelihoods in their communities [46].

Most of the research into the perceptions–attitudes–behavior relationships of the people has
focused on perceptions and behavior associated with environmental conservation. Hong et al. (2012)
found that a greater control of individual cognitive behavior corresponds to a stronger intention to
save energy and reduce carbon emissions [47]. Greater control of subjective norms and pro-social
behavior corresponds to a more positive attitude to energy-saving and carbon emission reduction,
and a stronger behavioral intention to save energy and reduce carbon emissions. Greater awareness of
energy-saving and carbon emission reduction does not necessarily lead to better attitudes; however,
better attitudes to energy-saving and reducing carbon emission do lead to a stronger intention to save
energy. At the same time, some investigations have found that perceptions do not influence relevant
behavior, and that when a person lacks available resources or opportunities, despite having positive
attitudes and subjective norms, their behavioral intention is reduced [48–50]. Yang and Lin (2010)
predicted that stronger perceptions of the greenhouse effect are associated with more anti-greenhouse
effect behavior. Yet, empirical results indicate that the residents of Taipei City exhibit no significant
perceptions concerning behavior to mitigate the greenhouse effect [51].

People with sufficient environmental information and knowledge are commonly assumed to act
accordingly, but studies have demonstrated that “information-to-action” associations are not linear,
and no clear correlation exists. This may arise from the current methods of environmental improvement
being overly focused on the provision of environmental information and knowledge, while ignoring
environmental awareness [52]. However, in the face of increasingly significant climate change and
unpredictable major disasters, Doswald and Osti (2011) believed that low-income areas are the most
vulnerable to future climate change [53]. Halady and Rao (2010) found that in the drafting strategies
for coping with climate change, stakeholders in a vulnerable community who are aware of the impact
of climate change clearly differ from others [54].

2.4. Place Attachment, Risk Perceptions, and Coping Behavior

In summary, with the exception of a few studies of the relationships among place attachment,
risk perceptions, and intentions in response to environmental risks [10,55–57], systematic empirical
studies of the moderating role of place attachment in the relationship between environmental risk
perceptions and coping intentions and behavior [10] (De Dominicis et al., 2015) are lacking. Owing to
conflicting findings, the correlation between place attachment and environmental risk perceptions
remains unclear. Some studies have shown a negative correlation between place attachment and
risk perceptions. For example, Bucharest is one of the capitals with the highest possibility of risk in
the world. Bucharest is predominantly vulnerable to hazards owing to the high population density,
the obsolete infrastructure, the inefficient organization of civil protection, and the poor education
of the inhabitants regarding seismic risk. Armas (2006) has suggested that strong emotional bonds
(feelings for living areas) provide a sense of security [58]. However, they also produce a disregard for,
or even outright denial of the existence of, Bucharest disasters, which are associated with earthquake
risk. Conversely, people with a stronger attachment to their neighborhood have stronger flood risk
perceptions and associated flood-related concerns, but this finding is based only on people who live in
low-risk areas of Italy [55].

The above undue optimism (false expectation of positive results) is related to information
processing bias and maladaptation [30]. Restated, relevant, and correct information is likely to
be wrongly applied because of “affect-based bias” [59], resulting in procedural deficiencies and
resistance [30], and ultimately a lack of adaptive behavior. In examples of the negative effects of
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attachment to place on human–environment interactions (a stronger attachment to place causes poorer
coping behavior), the interaction of affect-based biases can be reasonably assumed to increase, making it
a barrier to undertaking coping behavior [10].

In numerous studies of risk perceptions and optimism bias [10,29,31,60], respondents who know
more about risk prevention take more preventive action. Age may be the main driver of differences
between risk perceptions and risk-related anxiety. A lack of knowledge of risk, traditional myths,
and the effect on the risk-related anxiety of old people’s personal experiences of disasters may make
age the factor that most strongly affects place attachment, flood risk perceptions, and coping behavior.
Accordingly, an increasing number of studies have been carried out to determine whether people in
different age groups exhibit an optimism bias, which could be a barrier to, or a supportive factor in,
perceptions of flood risk and coping behavior [10,11,43,60–62].

2.5. Relationships among Place Attachment, Risk Perceptions, and Coping Behavior

International organizations and governments are increasingly emphasizing the impacts of climate
change. Taiwan is environmentally sensitive due to the geographical conditions of an island state.
The vulnerable areas of the western coast of the island have a serious land subsidence issue, of which
Yunlin County is the most serious one. Furthermore, Yunlin County is one of the most aged counties in
Taiwan. Due to the dual vulnerability of biophysical and social vulnerability, coupled with the impact
of EF, there are different degrees of risks in townships of Yunlin County.

Therefore, this study elucidates the interactions of different synthesized vulnerability and EF
in townships of Yunlin County. It further analyzes the causal relationship among risk and attitudes
toward climate change, risk perceptions, and behavioral intentions, as well as the governance strategies
of local government and community risk, in order to achieve the goal of building resilient urban and
rural areas. It can be seen from the above literature review that there are numerous studies on
the relationships among environmental perceptions, environmental behavior, risk, and resilience,
but few studies integrate climate change attitudes, risk perceptions, place attachment, behavioral
intentions, vulnerability, and EF. Therefore, this study, based on the literature review, proposes a causal
relationship of climate change attitudes, risk perceptions, and behavioral intentions, and further carries
out an empirical study in Yunlin County.

3. Research Design

3.1. Questionnaire Survey

This investigation examines the relationships among climate change attitudes, risk perceptions,
place attachment, and behavioral intentions of the people in Yunlin County with different
environmental sensitivities (degree of vulnerability/value of EF). The relationship among risk
cognition, local attachment to place, and behavioral intention was firstly studied by using stratified
random sampling and questionnaire surveys. The relationships among these factors were analyzed
using the structural equation method.

The questionnaire is divided into five parts. The first part concerns attitudes to climate change,
including climate change awareness, pro-nature values and guilt, and an evaluation of environmental
problems. The second part concerns risk perceptions, and asks the respondents about environmental
safety, health, and natural disasters. The third part concerns the relationship between degree of place
attachment, the integration of the respondents into their communities, and their places of residence.
The fourth part concerns behavioral intention, awareness of mitigation actions, and the actions of the
respondents to adapt to climate change. The fifth part concerns basic data, including the socioeconomic
background of individuals, such as age, sex, education, occupation, residence, personal annual income,
the number of disasters experienced, and the type and amount of transportation used.

This study used the stratified random sampling questionnaire survey. The respondents were
selected from townships with four types of environmental sensitivity (“high degree of synthesized
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vulnerability/high EF”, “low synthesized vulnerability/low EF,” high synthesized vulnerability/low
EF”, and “low synthesized vulnerability/high EF”). The number of population in the four
townships was calculated, and the number of villages was allocated according to the proportion
of the population. This survey was set in the confidence interval of 95%, and accuracy is ±5%.
According to the number of questionnaires allocated to the four townships, a total of 582 effective
samples were collected. Interviews were conducted by interviewers in person. Among them, the
“high degree of synthesized vulnerability/high EF” (Huwei) had 135 effective samples, the “low
degree of synthesized vulnerability/low EF (Linnei) had 148 effective samples, the “high degree of
synthesized vulnerability/low EF” (Sihu) had 150 effective samples, and the “low degree of synthesized
vulnerability/high EF” (Mailiao) had 149 valid samples.

3.2. Structural Equation Model (SEM)

The structural equation modeling (SEM) can be used to deal with complex and multivariate
research data. It was formally proposed in 1987, which can effectively integrate the two major
techniques of statistics: factor analysis and path analysis. SEM is a collection of statistical
techniques that allow a set of relationships between one or more independent variables—either
continuous or discrete—and one or more dependent variables—either continuous or discrete—to
be investigated [63]. SEM can be used to confirm the relationship between observed variables and
potential variables. SEM can deal with numerous types of measurement models: composites, common
factors, and causal–formative measurement; it also explains the differences between these types
of measurement models and sorts out any possible ambiguity regarding formative endogenous
constructs [64]. Moreover, the characteristic of SEM is that it can explain the causal relationship between
the variable and the strain quantity by way of a road map. Nowadays, research about SEM starts to
transform because some questions, such as for example, the biggest challenge to testing moderation
hypotheses in SEM, is the complexity underlying the modeling of latent variable interactions [65].
To solve this problem, researchers integrate SEM and partial least squares path modeling (PLS),
which has gained increasing dissemination in marketing [66].

Based on literature reviews, hypotheses about SEM paths are presented. As shown in Table 1, the
hypotheses concerning SEM are based on factor analysis and seek to verify the measurement model
of measurement variables in each dimension. Path analysis was performed to verify the structure
model of each dimension to test whether each path is supported by the hypotheses. Path analysis
was carried out to compare the paths of SEMs in areas of different sensitivities to elucidate the
relationships among climate change attitudes and knowledge, risk perceptions, place attachment,
mitigation, and adaptation behavior.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the five circles represent the core concept of this study, including
climate change attitudes and knowledge, risk perceptions, place attachment, mitigation, and adaptation
behavioral intentions. The square represents the specific measurement that is used to explain the
concept, and is also the topic of the research questionnaire. Arrows point to causal relationships,
and numbers represent positive or negative coefficients and the size of coefficients. For example,
H1 represents “climate change attitudes and knowledge directly affects climate change mitigation
behavioral intention”. H3 stands for “climate change attitudes and knowledge through intermediate
factors (place attachment) indirectly affects climate change mitigation behavioral intention”.
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Table 1. Path Hypotheses.

Path Hypotheses References Path Number

Climate change attitudes and
knowledge directly affect climate

change mitigation behavioral
intention

Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) H1

Climate change attitudes and
knowledge directly affect climate

change adaptive behavioral
intention

Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) H2

Climate change attitudes and
knowledge indirectly influence

climate change mitigation
behavioral intention through place

attachment

Scannell and Gifford (2010) H3

Climate change attitudes and
knowledge indirectly affect
climate change adaptation

behavioral intention through place
attachment

Scannell and Gifford (2010) H4

Disaster risk perceptions directly
affects climate change mitigation

behavioral intention
Liao (2009) H5

Disaster risk perceptions directly
affects climate change adaptation

behavioral intention
Jou and Shih (2000) H6

Disaster risk perceptions indirectly
influences climate change

mitigation behavioral intention
through place attachment

Scannell & Gifford (2010), Scannell and Gifford (2013),
Bernardo (2013), Bonaiuto et al. (2011), Casakin et al. (2015),

Hatfield and Job (2001), Devine-Wright (2009, 2013), Fried (2000),
De Dominicis et al. (2015), Gifford et al. (2009), Schultz et al. (2014)

H7

Disaster risk perceptions indirectly
affect climate change-related

adaptation behavioral intention
through place attachment

Scannell and Gifford (2010), Scannell and Gifford (2013),
Bernardo (2013), Bonaiuto et al. (2011), Casakin et al. (2015),

Hatfield and Job (2001), Devine-Wright (2009, 2013), Fried (2000),
De Dominicis et al. (2015), Gifford et al. (2009), Schultz et al. (2014)

H8
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4. Results

Respondents aged 21–25 years old accounted for 25.9% of the total sample; those aged less
than 20 years old accounted for 22.7%. A large number of the elderly people refused to answer the
questionnaire, so the sampled respondents were mostly young. Respondents aged under 20 years
represented 41.2% of the total sample in Linnei township, and respondents aged 21–25 years old
accounted for 51.1% of the sample in Huwei township, perhaps because Huwei Technology University
was located close to these two townships. The female and male respondents accounted for 50.9% and
49.1% of the sample, respectively. In 2015, females constituted 48.6% and males constituted 51.4% of
the population of the sampled townships of Huwei, Linnei, Mailiao, and Sihu. The overall sex ratio of
the samples very is close to that of the population in Yunlin County, indicating that the opinions of the
sampled respondents plausibly represented those of the population.

The highest percentage of respondents had “no disaster experience;” comprising 36.7% in Sihu,
78.4% in Linnei, 60.4% in Mailiao, and 60% in Huwei. The percentage who had “no disaster experience”
in Sihu Township was the lowest among the townships of all four types, in which 31.3% of respondents
had “experienced one disaster” and 21% had “experienced two or three disasters”, indicating that
respondents in Sihu had experienced the disasters more frequently than the others. Sihu was in the
category “high synthesized vulnerability/low EF”, indicating that this area is more likely to suffer
from disasters.

A conceptual causal relationship model of attitudes to climate change, risk perceptions,
and mitigation adaptation behavior is constructed. The research hypotheses and conceptual causal
relationship model are validated empirically. The empirical study areas are Sihu, Linnei, Mailiao,
and Huwei townships, in which questionnaire surveys are conducted, and resulting data are analyzed
using SEM. The SEM analyses are divided into confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and path analysis.
CFA and path analysis are used herein to verify the measurement model and the structure model.
Relevant results follow.

4.1. Analysis of Areas of Different Sensitivities Using SEM

To determine whether differently sensitive areas exhibit different causal relationships among
attitudes to climate change, risk perceptions and mitigation/adaptation behavior, Huwei (high
synthesized vulnerability/high EF), Linnei (low synthesized vulnerability/low EF), Sihu (high
synthesized vulnerability/low EF), and Mailiao (low synthesized vulnerability/high EF) are used as
empirical study areas (Table 2). Based on the causal relationship among attitudes to climate change,
risk perceptions, place attachment, and mitigation/adaptation behavior (Figure 1), the structure of the
models of areas with different sensitivities is analyzed.

Table 2. Sensitivity categories for Yunlin County based on synthesized vulnerability and ecological
footprint (EF).

Ecological Footprint
Low EF Medium EF High EF

Synthesized (V)

V1 (low–low) (V1, low EF) Linnei
Township

(V1, high EF)
Mailiao Township

V2 (medium–low, low–medium)
V3 (high–low, medium–medium, low–high)

V4 (high–medium; medium–high) (V4, high EF)
Huwei Township

V5 (high–high) (V5, low EF)
Sihu Township (V5, high EF)

4.1.1. Sihu Township

Sihu is a township with “high synthesized vulnerability” and “low EF”. Figure 3 displays
the causal relationship among attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, risk perceptions,
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and mitigation/adaptation behavioral intentions. From the SEM results, “attitudes to and knowledge
of climate change” positively affects “place attachment”. The impact coefficient is 0.06.

Through the influence of place attachment, “attitudes to and knowledge of climate change”
indirectly affects “climate change-mitigation behavioral intention” with an impact coefficient of
0.01 (0.06 × 0.09 = 0.0054). Through place attachment, “attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change” indirectly affects “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” with an impact
coefficient of 0.02 (0.06 × 0.25 = 0.015). “Attitudes to and knowledge of climate change” directly affects
“climate change-mitigation behavioral intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.28. “Attitudes to
and knowledge of climate change” also directly affects “climate change-related adaptation behavioral
intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.57.

“Disaster risk perceptions” directly affects “attitudes to and knowledge of climate change”,
and indirectly influences “climate change-mitigation behavioral intention” and “climate change-related
adaptation behavioral intention”. “Disaster risk perceptions” positively affects “place attachment”,
with an impact coefficient of 0.2. Through “place attachment”, “disaster risk perceptions”
indirectly affects “climate change-mitigation behavioral intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.02
(0.2 × 0.09 = 0.018). Through “place attachment”, “disaster risk perceptions” indirectly affects “climate
change-related adaptation behavioral intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.05 (0.2 × 0.25 = 0.05).
“Disaster risk perceptions” directly affects “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention”,
with an impact coefficient of 0.39. “Disaster risk perceptions” negatively affects “climate change-related
adaptation behavioral intention” with an impact coefficient of 0.32.

According to the path relationships for Sihu, people’s attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change influence their mitigation and adaptation behavioral intentions more than the other paths
(impacts); risk perceptions affect mitigation behavioral intentions more than the other paths. However,
risk perceptions have little effect on place attachment. These results imply that Sihu residents
understand the meaning of climate change, mitigate climate change, take actions to reduce the effects
of climate change, and work on their pre-disaster preparedness. Furthermore, residents understand
that disasters affect the environment, economy, and society, and take necessary steps to reduce the
impact of climate change on these things; however, their own pre-disaster preparedness is not thereby
enhanced. Since Sihu Township is a highly vulnerable area, its residents should be more responsive to
disasters than they currently are to reduce the damage due to disasters.
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4.1.2. Linnei Township

Linnei is a township with “low synthesized vulnerability and low EF”. Figure 4 presents
the causal relationship among attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, risk perceptions,
and mitigation/adaptation behavioral intentions. From the SEM results, “attitudes to and knowledge of
climate change” positively affects “place attachment”, with an impact coefficient is 0.32. Through “place
attachment”, “disaster risk perceptions” indirectly affects “climate change-mitigation behavioral
intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.03 (0.32 × 0.09 = 0.0288). Through “place attachment”,
“disaster risk perceptions” indirectly affects “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention”,
with an impact coefficient of 0.06 (0.32 × 0.18 = 0.0576).

“Attitudes to and knowledge of climate change” directly affects “climate change-mitigation
behavioral intention” (with an impact coefficient of 0.46) and “climate change-related adaptation
behavioral intention” (with an impact coefficient of 0.13). “Disaster risk perceptions” directly influences
“attitudes to and knowledge of climate change “, and indirectly influences “climate change-mitigation
behavioral intention” and “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention”.

“Disaster risk perceptions” directly affects “climate change-related adaptation behavioral
intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.03. “Disaster risk perceptions” directly affects “climate
change-related adaptation behavioral intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.29. “Disaster risk
perceptions” negatively affects “place attachment”, with an impact coefficient of −0.4. Through “place
attachment”, “perceived risk of disaster” indirectly affects “climate change-mitigation behavioral
intention”, with an impact coefficient of −0.00 (−0.04 × 0.09 = −0.0036). Through “place attachment”,
“perceived risk of disaster” indirectly affects “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention”,
with an impact coefficient of −0.01 (−0.04 × 0.18 = −0.0072).

According to Linnei’s path relationships, people’s attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change affect mitigation and adaptation behavioral intentions more than the other paths (impacts);
risk perceptions affect mitigation behavioral intentions more strongly than the other paths.
However, risk perceptions have little influence on place attachment. These results imply that Linnei
residents understand the meaning of climate change, mitigate climate change, take further actions to
cope with climate change issues, and improve their pre-disaster preparedness. Furthermore, residents
realize that disasters affect the environment, economy, and the society, and take actions to reduce
the effects of climate change. Linnei township has the weakest relationship between attitudes to and
knowledge of climate change and disaster risk perceptions among the townships in all four categories,
which warrants further exploration.
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4.1.3. Mailiao Township

Mailiao is a township with “low synthesized vulnerability” and “high EF”. Figure 5 presents
the causal relationship among attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, risk perceptions,
and mitigation/adaptation behavioral intentions. From the SEM results, “attitudes to and knowledge
of climate change” positively affects “place attachment”, with an impact coefficient of 0.19.
Through “place attachment”, “disaster risk perceptions” indirectly affects “climate change-mitigation
behavioral intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.03 (0.19 × 0.15 = 0.0285). Through “place
attachment”, “disaster risk perceptions” indirectly affects “climate change-related adaptation
behavioral intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.02 (0.19 × 0.09 = 0.0171). “Attitudes to and
knowledge of climate change” directly affects “climate change-mitigation behavioral intention” (with
an impact coefficient of 0.16) and “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (with an
impact coefficient of 0.44). “Disaster risk perceptions” directly affects “attitudes to and knowledge
of climate change” and indirectly influences “climate change-mitigation behavioral intention” and
“climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention”.

“Disaster risk perceptions” positively affects “climate change-related adaptation behavioral
intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.33. “Disaster risk perceptions” negatively influences “climate
change-related adaptation behavioral intention”, with an impact coefficient of −0.32. “Disaster risk
perceptions” negatively affects “place attachment”, with an impact coefficient of −0.12. Through “place
attachment”, “disaster risk perceptions” indirectly affects “climate change-mitigation behavioral
intention”, with an impact coefficient of −0.02 (−0.12 × 0.15 = −0.018). Through “place attachment”,
“disaster risk perceptions” indirectly affects “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention”,
with an impact coefficient of −0.01 (−0.12 × 0.09 = −0.0108).

According to Mailiao’s path relationships, people’s attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change influence mitigation and adaptation behavioral intentions more than the other paths
(impacts); risk perceptions affect mitigation behavioral intentions more strongly than the other paths.
However, risk perceptions have little influence on place attachment. These results imply that Mailiao
residents understand the meaning of climate change, mitigate it, take further climate-related actions,
and work on their pre-disaster preparedness. Additionally, residents realize that disasters affect the
environment, economy, and the society, and take necessary actions to reduce the impact of climate
change. However, pre-disaster preparedness is not thereby enhanced. Mailiao township is in an
area with a low synthesized vulnerability and high individual EF, so residents’ ability to respond to
disasters may be highly susceptible to a lack of risk awareness.
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4.1.4. Huwei Township

Huwei is a township with “high synthesized vulnerability” and “high EF”. Figure 6 shows
the causal relationship among attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, risk perceptions,
and mitigation/adaptation behavioral intention. From the SEM results, “attitudes to and knowledge
of climate change” positively affects “place attachment”, with an impact coefficient of 0.31.
Through “place attachment”, “disaster risk perceptions” indirectly affects “climate change-mitigation
behavioral intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.00 (0.31 × 0.01 = 0.0031). Through “place
attachment”, “disaster risk perceptions” indirectly affects “climate change-related adaptation
behavioral intention”, with an impact coefficient of 0.03 (0.31 × 0.10 = 0.03). “Attitudes to and
knowledge of climate change” directly and positively affects “climate change-mitigation behavioral
intention” (with an impact coefficient of 0.16) and “climate change-related adaptation behavioral
intention” (with an impact coefficient of 0.03). “Disaster risk perceptions” directly influences “attitudes
to and knowledge of climate change” and indirectly influences “climate change-mitigation behavioral
intention” and “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention”.

“Disaster risk perceptions” directly and positively affects “climate change-mitigation behavioral
intention” (with an impact coefficient of 0.31) and “climate change-related adaptation behavioral
intention” (with an impact coefficient of 0.36). “Disaster risk perceptions” negatively influences
“place attachment” with an impact coefficient of −0.25. Through “place attachment”, “disaster risk
perceptions” indirectly affects “climate change-mitigation behavioral intention”, with an impact
coefficient of −0.00 (−0.25 × 0.01 = −0.0025). Through “place attachment”, “disaster risk perceptions”
indirectly affects “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention”, with an influence coefficient
of −0.03 (−0.25 × 0.10 = −0.025).

According to Huwei’s path relationships, people’s attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change influence mitigation and adaptation behavioral intentions less strongly than the other paths
(impacts). Risk perceptions affect mitigation behavioral intentions and adaptation behavioral intention
most strongly than the other paths. However, risk perceptions have little influence on place
attachment. These results imply that Huwei residents understand the meaning of climate change,
mitigate climate change, take actions to reduce the effects of climate change, and work on their
pre-disaster preparedness. Furthermore, they realize that disasters affect the environment, economy,
and the society, and take necessary actions to reduce the impact of climate change.

Huwei township is located in a region with high synthesized vulnerability and high EF;
residents exhibit mitigation and adaptation behavior. Additionally, perhaps because Huwei Township
is located in a highly vulnerable area, its residents have had more experiences of disasters than others.
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4.2. Comparison of SEMs in Areas of Different Sensitivities

This investigation elucidates whether the path coefficients of SEMs of attitudes to and knowledge
of climate change, risk perceptions, and climate change-related behavioral intentions are statistically
significant for the four types of sensitive areas. Table 3 presents the difference in the SEMs of areas in
the four categories of sensitivity.

Table 3. Comparison of Path Differences in Areas of Different Types of Sensitivity. ATT: attitudes to
and knowledge of climate change; CA: climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention.

Model ∆DF ∆CMIN P Townships Large Influence Coefficient

Sihu vs. Linnei Sihu Linnei
ATT to LA 1 0.657 0.418
ATT to CD 1 0.282 0.595
ATT to CA 1 5.873 0.015 * 0.58 0.11 Sihu
RC to CD 1 3.466 0.063
RC to CA 1 5.280 0.022 * −0.32 0.20 Linnei
LA to CD 1 0.007 0.934
LA to CA 1 0.598 0.439

Mailiao vs. Huwei Mailiao Huwei
ATT to LA 1 0.056 0.812
ATT to CD 1 0.001 0.981
ATT to CA 1 5.168 0.023 * 0.44 0.03 Mailiao
RC to CD 1 0.009 0.926
RC to CA 1 9.377 0.002 * −0.31 0.36 Huwei
LA to CD 1 0.749 0.387

Sihu vs. Huwei Sihu Huwei
ATT to LA 1 0.872 0.351
ATT to CD 1 0.212 0.645
ATT to CA 1 4.379 0.036 * 0.58 0.00 Sihu
RC to CD 1 0.056 0.813
RC to CA 1 6.828 0.009 * −0.32 0.38 Huwei
LA to CD 1 0.271 0.603
LA to CA 1 0.741 0.389

Linnei vs. Mailiao Linnei Mailiao
ATT to LA 1 0.003 0.953
ATT to CD 1 1.155 0.282
ATT to CA 1 6.629 0.010 * 0.13 0.43 Mailiao
RC to CD 1 2.702 0.100
RC to CA 1 7.968 0.005 * 0.20 −0.31 Linnei
LA to CD 1 0.121 0.728
LA to CA 1 0.142 0.707

Linnei vs. Huwei Linnei Huwei
ATT to LA 1 0.042 0.837
ATT to CD 1 1.148 0.284
ATT to CA 1 0.082 0.774
RC to CD 1 2.327 0.127
RC to CA 1 0.412 0.521
LA to CD 1 0.388 0.533
LA to CA 1 0.073 0.787

Sihu vs. Mailiao Sihu Mailiao
ATT to LA 1 0.458 0.499
ATT to CD 1 0.202 0.653
ATT to CA 1 0.059 0.808
RC to CD 1 0.136 0.713
RC to CA 1 0.123 0.726
LA to CD 1 0.156 0.693
LA to CA 1 1.004 0.316

* p < 0.05 is significantly different.
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No significant differences exist among the four types of townships (“high synthesized
vulnerability/low EF” (Sihu), “low synthesized vulnerability/high EF” (Mailiao), “medium-high
synthesized vulnerability/high EF” (Huwei), and “low synthesized vulnerability/low EF” (Linnei)).
However, significant differences exist in the path from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change” (ATT) to “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (CA), and from
“disaster risk perceptions” (RC) to “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (CA).
Moreover, the large influence coefficients of the path from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change” (ATT) to “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (CA), and from “disaster
risk perceptions” (RC) to “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (CA), have the
opposite sign. Restated, when the path coefficient from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate change”
(ATT) to “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (CA) is larger in one area than in
another, then the path coefficient from “disaster risk perceptions” (RC) to “climate change-related
adaptation behavioral intention” (CA) is smaller than in the other areas.

Other than the paths compared above, no pair of paths exhibits significant differences.
These results reveal that other than the path from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate change” (ATT)
to “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (CA) and from “disaster risk perceptions”
(RC) to “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (CA), the causal relationship among
attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, risk perceptions, and climate change-mitigation and
adaption behavioral intentions are not affected by the degree of vulnerability or the size of EF.

The above results may arise from the difficulty (or reluctance) of the elderly to answer the
questionnaire, lowering the respondents’ average age. Younger respondents had fewer experiences
of the impact of climate change and natural disasters than the elderly, affecting the validity of
the questionnaire. Furthermore, only three questions were related to climate change adaptation
behavioral intentions, also potentially affecting the analysis. Table 3 presents the relationships between
“synthesized vulnerable and EF” and the two paths from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change” (ATT) to “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (CA)” and from “disaster
risk perceptions” (RC) to “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (CA).

4.2.1. No Significant Variation with EF

(1) Low EF: Sihu versus Linnei (high synthesized vulnerability versus low synthesized vulnerability)

Table 3 demonstrates that with regard to the impact of “attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change” on “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (ATT to CA), Sihu (high
synthesized vulnerability) exhibited a greater impact than Linnei (low synthesized vulnerability) with
a difference of 0.47 units per unit. The impact of “disaster risk perceptions” on “climate change-related
adaptation behavioral intention” (RC to CA) in Sihu (high synthesized vulnerability) was negative
(with an influence coefficient of −0.32), whereas it was positive (0.20) in Linnei (low synthesized
vulnerability).

The above results imply that owing to the low individual EF, residents of Sihu (high synthesized
vulnerability) have a high coefficient for the path from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change” to “adaptation behavioral intention”, but a negative coefficient for the path from “disaster
risk perceptions” to “adaptation behavioral intention”. In areas with high vulnerability, residents
should have a sense of the crisis that may be caused by a natural disaster, and in the future, whether
residents of areas of high vulnerability have inadequate disaster risk awareness should be investigated.
Additionally, residents of Linnei (low synthesized vulnerability) have a low coefficient for the path
from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate change” to “adaptation behavioral intention”. Although
the synthesized vulnerability is low, the coefficient of the path from “disaster risk perceptions” to
“adaptation behavioral intention” is relatively high, indicating that the preparedness of residents in
Linnei is adequate.
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(2) High EF: Mailiao versus Huwei (high synthesized vulnerability versus low synthesized vulnerability)

Table 3 suggests that the impact of “attitudes to and knowledge of climate change“ on “climate
change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (ATT to CA) is higher in Mailiao (high synthesized
vulnerability) than in Huwei (low synthesized vulnerability), with a difference of 0.41 units per unit.
The impact of “disaster risk perceptions” on “climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention”
(RC to CA) in Mailiao (high synthesized vulnerability) is negative (with an impact coefficient of −0.31),
whereas it is positive (0.36) in Huwei (low synthesized vulnerability).

The above results imply that owing to the high individual EF, residents of Mailiao (with high
synthesized vulnerability) have a high coefficient for the path from “attitudes to and knowledge of
climate change” to “adaptation behavioral intention”, but a negative coefficient for the path from
“disaster risk perceptions” to “adaptation behavioral intention”. In areas with high vulnerability,
residents should have a sense of the crisis that can be caused by a disaster, and in the future, whether
residents in areas of high vulnerability have inadequate disaster risk awareness should be explored.
Furthermore, the relevant authorities should propose strategies to increase awareness of the need
to adapt to potential disasters. Residents of Linnei (with low synthesized vulnerability) have a low
coefficient for the path from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate change” to “adaptation behavioral
intention”. Although the synthesized vulnerability is relatively low, the coefficient of the path from
“disaster risk perceptions” to “adaptation behavioral intention” is relatively high, indicating that the
preparedness of residents of Linnei is adequate.

4.2.2. Same Level of Synthesized Vulnerability

(1) High synthesized vulnerability: Huwei versus Sihu (high EF versus low EF)

Table 3 suggests that the impact of “attitudes to and knowledge of climate change” on “climate
change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (ATT to CA) is lower in Huwei (high EF) than in Sihu
(low EF), with a difference of 0.58 units per unit. The impact of “disaster risk perceptions” on “climate
change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (RC to CA) in Huwei (high EF) is positive (with an
impact coefficient of 0.38), whereas that in Sihu (low EF) is negative (−0.32).

The above results imply that for a given degree of high synthesized vulnerability, residents of
Mailiao (high EF) have a low coefficient for the path from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change” to “adaptation behavioral intention”, and have a positive coefficient for the path from “disaster
risk perceptions” to “adaptation behavioral intention”. Residents of areas with higher EF typically
consume more land and water resources [67,68]. In the future, whether residents of areas with high
synthesized vulnerability/high EF have an inadequate awareness of disaster risk awareness should be
examined. Relevant authorities should propose strategies to increase awareness of the need to adapt
to potential disasters. Residents of Sihu (low EF) have a high coefficient for the path from “attitudes
to and knowledge of climate change” to “adaptation behavioral intention”. Although Sihu has a low
EF, the path coefficient from disaster risk perceptions to adaptation behavioral intentions is negative,
indicating that the residents of Sihu are less prepared than the other districts to cope with disasters.

(2) Low synthesized vulnerability: Mailiao versus Linnei (high EF versus low EF)

Table 3 suggests that the impact of “attitudes to and knowledge of climate change” on “climate
change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (ATT to CA) is higher in Mailiao (high EF) than in
Linnei (low EF), with a difference of 0.30 units per unit. The impact of “disaster risk perceptions” on
“climate change-related adaptation behavioral intention” (RC to CA) in Mailiao (high EF) is negative
(with an impact coefficient of −0.31), whereas in Linnei (low EF), it is positive (0.20).

The above results imply that with the same level of a fixed low synthesized vulnerability, residents
of Mailiao (high EF) have a high coefficient of the path from “attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change” to “adaptation behavioral intention”, but have a negative coefficient of the path from “disaster
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risk perceptions” to “adaptation behavioral intention”. Residents of areas with higher EF normally
consume more land and water resources. In the future, whether residents of areas with low synthesized
vulnerability/high EF have inadequate disaster risk awareness should be investigated. Relevant
authorities should propose strategies to increase awareness of the need to adapt to potential disasters.
Residents of Linnei (low EF) have a low coefficient of the path from “attitudes to and knowledge of
climate change” to “adaptation behavioral intention”. Although the synthesized vulnerability is low,
the coefficient of the path from “disaster risk perceptions” to “adaptation behavioral intention” is
relatively high, indicating that the preparedness of residents of Linnei is adequate.

5. Conclusions and Suggestions

5.1. Conclusions

In this study, 582 questionnaires were collected in Yunlin County to examine the relationship
among attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, disaster risk perceptions, and climate
change-mitigation and adaptation behavioral intentions. Since many elderly people refused to answer
the questionnaire, the sampled contained a large proportion of young people. However, the ratio
of males to females was very similar to that of the population of Yunlin. Respondents from Sihu
had experienced many disasters, which is consistent with the region’s high synthesized vulnerability.
Other than the lack of senior citizens, the sample herein was consistent with the basic socioeconomic
distribution in Yunlin County. The refusal of the elderly to answer the questionnaire can be overcome
by improving ability of the researchers and obtaining support from village/neighborhood heads.

Sihu residents are aware of climate change and willing to take actions to mitigate its impact,
and they prepare to do so before disasters hit. Sihu residents are also willing to mitigate the impact
of climate change by taking actions in response to their experiences of disasters. Since Sihu is a
township with high synthesized vulnerability, people should be more prepared to cope with potential
disasters there than elsewhere. Linnei residents, who are aware of climate change, are willing to
mitigate it and take relevant actions. Additionally, Linnei residents are willing to work on pre-disaster
preparedness as a result of their personal experiences of the impact of disasters. Linnei has the lowest
path coefficients in the SEMs of attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, disaster risk perceptions,
climate change-mitigation, and the adaptation behavioral intentions of the four sampled townships.
This warrants further exploration.

Mailiao residents are aware of the impact of climate change owing to their experiences of disasters,
and are willing to improve their preparedness to mitigate it. Mailiao is a township with low synthesized
vulnerability and high EF. Its residents’ ability to cope with disasters may be susceptible to a lack
of awareness of crises owing to the low level of synthesized vulnerability. Huwei residents, having
experienced the effects of disasters, and for the sake of mitigating climate change, are willing to
improve their preparedness for disasters. Huwei is a region with high synthesized vulnerability
and high EF. Although residents of Huwei have more experiences of disasters than those of other
townships, they will only take mitigation actions after experiencing disasters, suggesting that the
response to disasters in this township is relatively passive.

Most of the paths of the SEMs in the four sampled areas exhibited no significant differences,
and the sensitivity of the area mostly did not affect them. Furthermore, the SEM of mitigation
behavioral intentions was unaffected by the type of vulnerability. However, adaptation behavioral
intentions varied with the type of vulnerability and affected the path coefficient from “attitudes to and
knowledge of climate change” and “disaster risk perceptions” to “climate change-related adaptation
behavior”. This result suggests that residents of areas of different sensitivities exhibit different
adaptation behaviors, perhaps as a result of differences in attitudes to and knowledge of climate
change, disaster risk perceptions, experiences of regional disasters, and socioeconomic characteristics.

According to different types of environmental sensitivity, this study investigates adaptation
strategies for different climatic changes, types of vulnerability, attitudes to and knowledge of climate
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change, disaster risk perceptions, experiences of regional disasters, socioeconomic background,
and other factors. Future studies can also try to develop effective climate change-related adaptation
strategies and improve public attitudes to and knowledge of climate change and disaster risk, in order
to increase mitigation and adaptation behaviors.

5.2. Suggestions

Based on a review of the literature, this study proposes a conceptual framework of causal
relationships among attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, disaster risk perceptions,
and mitigation/adaptation behavioral intentions. It also investigates the effects of attitudes to and
knowledge of climate change and disaster risk perceptions on mitigation and adaptation behavioral
intentions and their relationships with place attachment. As mentioned above, the mitigation of,
and adaptation to, the effects of climate change should be improved by continuously increasing
disaster risk perceptions and further affecting mitigation/adaptation behaviors. Therefore, people’s
perception of the risks associated with climate change should be continuously improved and whether
doing so can effectively encourage climate change-related mitigation and adaptation behavior should
be examined. Understanding people’s perceptions of climate change-related risk and assessing whether
they meet people’s needs by being constantly revised is important in order to support local mitigation
and adaptation strategies.

5.2.1. Socioeconomic Background

The refusal of elderly people to answer the questionnaire was the main reason for the concentration
of the lower age groups in the sample. This refusal has two possible causes. First, the questionnaire
was for academic purposes. Although the researchers tried to word it to be easily understandable,
some questions were still difficult for the elderly to answer. Even though the questions could be
answered orally rather than by writing, many of the elderly still felt the process to be cumbersome and
refused to participate. Secondly, many elderly people speak only Taiwanese (rather than Mandarin),
and most of the interviewees were young students who were less proficient in Taiwanese, resulting in
communication barriers and further increasing the refusal of the elderly to participate in the study.
Follow-up studies should involve repeated visits to elderly people with interviewers who speak
Taiwanese and with voice recorders, or work with the village office to contact them to increase their
willingness to participate.

5.2.2. Comparison of SEMs across Areas of Different Sensitivities

Whether the causal relationships among attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, disaster
risk perceptions and mitigation/adaptation behavioral intentions varied with the type of sensitivity of
the area to climate change warrants further exploration. Follow-up studies should be conducted in
different counties and cities using a similar approach to the one used herein. The resulting comparisons
and discussions will provide a clearer understanding of the causal relationships among attitudes to
and knowledge of climate change, disaster risk perceptions, and mitigation/adaptation behavioral
intentions, to help the relevant authorities improve the efficiency of climate change-mitigation and
adaptation mechanisms. Furthermore, such comparisons can help areas of different sensitivity to
develop appropriate strategies for adapting to and mitigating climate change.

5.2.3. Risk Governance Strategy under High Vulnerability

Yunlin County is located in a high-sensitivity area, with high synthesized vulnerability and
high EF. After the development of SEMs of attitudes to and knowledge of climate change, disaster
risk perceptions and mitigation/adaptation behavioral intentions, appropriate risk governance
strategies should be investigated in order to cope with various climate-related hazards in different
environmentally sensitive areas. Appropriate strategies should be proposed based on both biophysical
vulnerability and social vulnerability. Briefly, conservation and adaptation measures should be the
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priority in environmentally sensitive areas and areas with high synthesized vulnerability. Furthermore,
in highly vulnerable areas, disaster prevention and resilience should be the main concerns in
infrastructure construction, and no-regret adaptation strategies should be adopted. The no-regret
strategies refer to when implementing climate change mitigation or adaptation, the goal set is simple,
with no cost or low cost, and saving money without spending money. It is expected to appeal to
people in a flexible manner to respond to low-carbon living habits and achieve greenhouse gas
reduction effects.
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